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Estimating Finger Joint Motions Based on the
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Abstract—Thisarticle introduces a new method for measur-
ing finger joints’ motion based on the relative sliding motions
of belts placed on the finger. Conventional mechanical meth-
ods used in wearable devices for measuring hand motions,
such as a method using resistive sensors, require calibra-
tion for the difference in the fingers’ shapes of individuals.
In contrast, the proposed method measures the metacar-
pophalangeal (MP), proximal interphalangeal (PIP), and distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joints flex motion of a finger except for
the thumb without the above individual calibration using the
difference in the sliding amount of belts on the finger surface.
The simple equations show that the relative sliding amount of
belts is proportional to joint angles with a factor of the belt thickness. Therefore, the method only need to know the belts’
thickness beforehand to calculate the joint angles from the relative belt positions but not the fingers’ shapes. Experiments
with a prototype showed that the proposed method estimated the joint motion of the finger model driven by servomotors
with an accuracy of less than 1◦ in three kinds of motions. The device was in an early stage of development as a data glove,
but the accuracies were comparable to other wearable devices. The layered belts mechanism proposed here can provide
an option to design a device to realize simplified hand motion measurement by eliminating cumbersome calibration
processing for each execution. Furthermore, the simple measurement principle also has an advantage in robustness to
noise, such as the drift seen in the devices using inertial measurement units (IMUs).

21 Index Terms— Belts, goniometers, motion estimation, motion measurement, wearable sensors, wire.

I. INTRODUCTION22

HAND manipulation is an essential function for daily life,23

and the hand is capable of the most subtle motions by24

the human body. Capturing motions of the hand, especially25

the fingers, is crucial to understanding hand manipulation,26

evaluating individual functions for manipulation, and using27

such information in applications. This has been a motivation28

to the development of many devices for measuring human29

finger motions, which include a simple goniometer to a com-30

plicated data glove. Recently developed devices for measuring31

finger motions can be divided into two main types. The32

first type comprises devices fixed to the environment. The33

most successful device in this type is the optical motion34

capture system, which has realized commercial application35

[1], [2], [3]. This technology has been applied to a wide36
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range of fields requiring accurate hand motion, such as the 37

teleoperation of robot hands [4] and manipulation in virtual 38

reality (VR) [5]. A significant disadvantage of this type is 39

the complicated setup and requirement of space for cam- 40

eras. Devices that use changes in an electromagnetic field to 41

measure hand motions have a simpler setup [6] but require 42

wired markers and restrict the environment to no metallic 43

objects around the measurement target. The demand for a 44

compact device with a simple setup has led to the develop- 45

ment of hand-tracking techniques that use a single camera 46

[7], [8], depth camera [9], or stereo camera. The leap motion 47

controller system (UltraLeap Ltd., U.K.) is a successfully 48

commercialized device that uses a stereo camera for accurate 49

measurement of hand motions [10], and it has been adopted in 50

many fields, such as gaming in VR and rehabilitation [11] and 51

diagnosis [12] in medicine. However, it has a lower estimation 52

accuracy than motion capture systems [13], and the available 53

space for measurement is limited. 54

The second type is wearable devices, which include elec- 55

tronic goniometers and data gloves. This type is advanta- 56

geous, because it avoids spatial requirements or the occlusion 57

of people and objects to cameras. These advantages make 58

this type viable in various situations, such as rehabilitation 59

[14], [15], diagnosis [16], manipulation in VR [17], and 60

teleoperation of a robot [18]. Many researchers have proposed 61
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Fig. 1. Different approaches to measuring joint angles. (a) Resistive sensors measure the local deformation of the finger surface. (b) IMUs measure
the relative motion between finger phalanges. (c) Our proposed method measures the relative sliding motions of layers with a constant thickness.

measuring finger joint angles using various sensors to realize62

accurate but compact wearable devices for capturing hand63

motions. Resistive sensors, such as strain gauges, are the64

most commonly used for this approach. Wearable devices that65

use resistive sensors to measure hand motions are effective66

because of their compactness, reliability, ease of use, and67

low price. CyberGlove (Cyberglove Systems LLC, USA) is68

one of the most well-known commercial products that use69

this approach [19], but many other similar devices have been70

developed as well [20], [21], [22]. Fiber-optic sensors are also71

widely used in wearable devices for measuring hand motions,72

because they offer flexibility and a lightweight [23], [24].73

Fig. 1(a) shows how resistive and fiber-optic sensors detect74

deformation; change in the curvature of the finger surface75

according to joint flexion causes the change in the resistance76

and wavelength, respectively. These outputs of sensors depend77

on the curvature of the finger surface and where they attach78

to the finger. The curvature differs between individuals, and79

the sensors’ location on the finger slightly changes between80

the trials. Therefore, these sensors, especially resistive sensors,81

require calibration for the accurate measurement of joint82

angles [25], [26], [27]. Alternatively, small inertial measure-83

ment units (IMUs) can be placed on each finger phalange to84

measure the joint angles directly based on the relative motion85

estimated by the IMUs [14], [28], [29], [30], [31], as shown86

in Fig. 1(b). While the measurement is not affected by the87

shapes of the fingers, IMUs are difficult to handle because88

of their high sensitivity to external and internal noise, which89

causes drift in the pose estimation [32]. Furthermore, changes90

in the placement of IMUs also affect their measurement91

accuracy. This IMU’s instability or the cumbersome calibration92

for the individual finger shapes described above is a barrier93

to developing wearable applications that can be used easily,94

such as physical rehabilitation of patients and gaming in VR,95

allowing the user to start immediately after putting the glove96

on. Thus, a wearable device for measuring the motions of97

a human hand is ideally based on a reliable and simple98

mechanism that does not require calibration to individuals for99

practical application.100

A new method based on our previous work on measuring101

lumber spinal motion [33] realizes the estimation of finger102

joint angles without depending on an individual finger shape.103

The basic idea of the method and the mechanism to realize104

it is the following. The proposed method uses a simple 105

mechanism consisting of layered belts placed along the finger 106

surface, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The shapes of the overlapping 107

regions of the belts are similar to each other in Euclidean 108

geometry, which means their scaling is different, but the shape 109

is the same. Furthermore, the outer curves of these regions 110

are congruent by uniform scaling, and the thicknesses of 111

the belts and the joint angle enable the calculation of the 112

difference in lengths of the curves. This relationship means 113

that the differences in lengths of the outer belt surfaces and 114

their thicknesses give the estimation of the joint angle. The 115

proposed method lets us estimate several joint angles by 116

overlapping an appropriate number of belts and fixing their 117

ends at appropriate points and realizes direct measurement of 118

joint angles with a simple mechanism, and it does not require 119

calibration for individuals. 120

The main aim of this article is to prove this new method 121

through validation experiments, introducing the proposed 122

method. Section II introduces the relationship between the 123

lengths of overlapped belts and joint angles in more detail. 124

Section III presents the experiment performed to validate 125

the proposed method, where the joint angles of a serial 126

link system were estimated. Section IV concludes this article 127

and discusses future works and potential applications of the 128

proposed method. 129

II. METHOD 130

The proposed method is based on our previous work on 131

estimating the rotational center of the lumbar spine and its 132

motion [33]. Here, how the proposed method measures finger 133

motions is introduced. The scope is limited to motions of the 134

finger’s metacarpophalangeal (MP), proximal interphalangeal 135

(PIP), and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints except for the 136

thumb within the sagittal plane (i.e., flexion and extension, not 137

adduction and abduction). However, the proposed method is 138

applicable to 3-D motions in principle. Fig. 2 shows a model 139

of the relationship between the motions of finger phalanges 140

and a belt placed on the finger. Only the distal and medial 141

phalanges are shown for simplicity, and the distal phalange 142

moves around the medial phalange. The followings are the 143

assumptions for simplification. 144

1) The belt thickness is constant during the finger’s motion. 145

In reality, the thickness of the belt changes as it bends 146
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Fig. 2. Model showing the relative motions of phalanges along the
sagittal plane and the placement of a belt on the finger surface.

to maintain its volume, although the amount of change147

depends on the belt material. A mechanism to satisfy148

this assumption is proposed in Section III.149

2) The phalanges are rigid bodies. As further assumption,150

the skin between the phalanges and belt has a constant151

thickness during finger motion, because the dorsal skin152

of a finger is normally thin with low elasticity [34].153

3) The belt is firmly fixed to the fingertip of the distal154

phalange.155

The shape of the belt changes according to the phalange156

motion. Let the belt thickness be d , and let the lower and upper157

points where the belt starts bending on the distal phalange158

be q1 and q2, respectively. The line passing through those159

points is perpendicular to the belt, because the outer and inner160

surfaces of the belt share centers of curvature. The belt is161

straight from those points to the points where the belt starts162

bending on the medial phalange; this segment is parallel to the163

common tangent line between the distal and medial phalanges.164

The location of an instant center of rotation and the angular165

velocity around it can represent the relative motion between166

two rigid bodies in a plane. Let the location of an instant center167

of rotation for relative motion between the distal and medial168

phalanges be qc and the angular velocity be ω. Let the distance169

from the center of rotation to the straight segment of the belt170

be h. This motion results in the belt sliding along the finger.171

Two wires placed along the lower and upper surfaces of the172

belt enable us to measure the difference between the sliding173

distances of those surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3. The wires are174

fixed to the end of the distal phalange with the belt. The wires175

at q1 and q2 move by the rotation ω at the velocities v1 and v2,176

respectively. The angular velocity ω and the velocities v1 and177

v2 have the following relationship:178

v1 = r1ω (1)179

v2 = r2ω (2)180

where r1 and r2 are the distances from the center of rotation to181

q1 and q2, respectively. The velocities are resolved into parallel182

and vertical directions with respect to the straight segment of183

the belt, as shown in Fig. 3. The velocities in the parallel184

direction of the belt instantaneously slide the wires, and let185

them be v1‖ and v2‖. The geometric relationship between the186

points on the wires and the center of rotation is given by187

v1‖ = v1
h

r1
(3)188

Fig. 3. Model of wires sliding along the lower and upper sides of a belt
during the relative motion of phalanges.

Fig. 4. Model of the relationship between displacements of four wires
placed between three belts and the joint angles for three finger phalanges
and the metacarpal bone.

v2‖ = v2
h + d

r2
. (4) 189

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3) and (4) gives 190

ω = v2‖ − v1‖
d

. (5) 191

Equation (5) shows that it is possible to measure the angular 192

velocity by measuring the relative sliding velocity of two wires 193

placed on the lower and upper surfaces of the belt if the 194

belt thickness d is constant. Simple integration of the relative 195

angular velocity of the phalanges and sliding velocities of the 196

wires gives the following relationship between the joint angle 197

and wire displacements if d is constant during finger motions: 198

θ = l2 − l1

d
+ c (6) 199

where c is a constant of integration, θ is the joint angle 200

between the two phalanges, and l1 and l2 are the displacements 201

of the lower and upper wires, respectively. The advantage of 202

this method is that the joint angle between phalanges can 203

be measured directly if the belt thickness is known without 204

requiring any information about individual phalanges. 205

Equation (6) shows the calculation of a single joint angle 206

from the displacement of wires placed along the lower and 207

upper sides of a belt. This calculation means it is possible to 208

follow the joint angle while the joint moves by measuring the 209

change of wire displacements. The extension of this calcula- 210

tion realizes the estimation of multiple joint angles during a 211

finger motion by overlapping belts on the finger and measuring 212

their relative sliding motions using wires placed on these belts. 213

Fig. 4 shows how the proposed method measures the following 214

finger joints: DIP, PIP, and MP. Let the angles of these joints be 215

θ1, θ2, and θ3, respectively. The mechanism of the proposed 216

method consists of three belts, and the bottommost belt is 217
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fixed to the distal phalange. Let all belts have a constant218

thickness d during finger motions. Two wires run along the219

lower and upper surfaces of the belt from the belt ends.220

The displacements of the lower and upper wires along the221

metacarpal bone are represented by l1 and l2, respectively.222

The difference between these displacements is proportional to223

the sum of the joint angles224

θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = l2 − l1

d
+ c1 (7)225

where c1 depends on the initial joint angles and wire dis-226

placements. The second belt is fixed to the bottom belt on the227

medial phalange, and a wire runs on it from the fixed point of228

the belt. The relative sliding motion of this belt only depends229

on the PIP and MP joints, because this belt and wire follow230

the bottom belt as it slides up to its fixed point. Let this wire’s231

displacement on the metacarpal bone be l3. Then, l3 has the232

following relationship with the belt thickness and joint angles:233

θ2 + θ3 = l3 − l2

d
+ c2 (8)234

where c2 also depends on the initial joint angles and wire235

displacements. Finally, the top belt is fixed to the second belt236

on the proximal phalange, and a wire is also fixed to the same237

point. In the same manner, let l4 be the displacement of this238

wire. This results in the following relationship:239

θ3 = l4 − l3

d
+ c3 (9)240

where c3 is a constant. Herein, c1, c2, and c3 are zero if241

the appropriate joint angles and wire displacements are set.242

From (7)–(9)243

θ1 = l2 − l1

d
− l3 − l2

d
(10)244

θ2 = l3 − l2

d
− l4 − l3

d
(11)245

θ3 = l4 − l3

d
(12)246

are obtained. Equations (10)–(12) can be used to estimate247

the three joint angles of a finger based on the measured248

displacements of the four wires on the metacarpal bone.249

The resistive sensor approach often used in data glove is250

calibrated by measuring the nonlinear relationship between the251

curvature-dependent resistance of the sensor and these angles252

for each user in advance. In contrast, (10)–(12) show that the253

joint angles are proportional to the displacements of the wires254

with a factor of the belt thickness. If the thickness of the belt255

is known, it is easily possible to follow the finger’s motion by256

measuring wire displacements. Therefore, it does not require257

calibration for individuals, because it does not depend on the258

curve shape of the finger surface, which is different between259

users. In addition, it is essential to note that (10)–(12) directly260

relate wire displacements to joint angles, not angular velocities261

or accelerations. This direct angle measurement makes the262

measurement more stable than the integration of angular263

velocity using an IMUs, which is another major approach for264

data gloves.265

Furthermore, the number of sensors to measure the dis-266

placements of wires can be reduced by directly measuring267

Fig. 5. Experimental system used to validate the proposed method:
a serial joint link system with servomotors, belts and wires, and sensors
to measure the wire displacements.

the relative displacements of wires on the belts. For example, 268

estimating the joint angles is possible by placing the sensor’s 269

base on the bottom of the lowest belt and measuring the 270

other three wires’ displacement for this base. Let those relative 271

displacements be 272

l12 = l2 − l1 (13) 273

l13 = l3 − l1 (14) 274

l14 = l4 − l1. (15) 275

Equations (10)–(12) are rewritten using them as 276

θ1 = 2l12 − l13

d
(16) 277

θ2 = 2l13 − l12 − l14

d
(17) 278

θ3 = l14 − l13

d
. (18) 279

In the experiment to validate this method in Section III, 280

the above way to estimate joint angles from three wires’ 281

displacements is adopted. 282

III. EXPERIMENT 283

The validation of the proposed method is conducted using 284

the prototype of the device and the serial joint link system with 285

servomotors instead of a finger for stable verification, as shown 286

in Fig. 5. Specifically, the validation aims to test whether the 287

relative displacements of the three belts enable us to estimate 288

the joint angles during finger motion and their accuracy. The 289

joint angles estimated from measured relative displacements of 290

the belts are compared with the joint angles directly measured 291

by the rotation angle sensors embedded in servomotors. The 292

estimation with the proposed system is applied to two different 293

shapes of links that imitated human finger bone shapes to 294

validate the proposed method is that unaffected by target finger 295

shapes. 296

A. Experimental Setup 297

The serial joint link system consisted of three revolute joints 298

corresponding to the PIP, DIP, and MP joints of a finger. 299
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Fig. 6. Serial joint link system consisted of three revolute joints with
resin models of a human phalanx and its motion.

Fig. 7. Belt comprising layers of eight nylon fabrics.

The 3-D printed resin models of a human phalanx are attached300

to the link system’s frames, as shown in Fig. 6. The sizes301

of the phalange models are approximately the size of an302

adult middle finger. Servomotors (XL330-M288-T, ROBOTIS303

Company Ltd., South Korea) are on the joints to drive the links304

independently. The model of the distal, middle, and proximal305

phalange moves by the rotation of these motors, respectively.306

The magnet encoders in the servomotors obtain each joint307

angle with a resolution of 0.0879◦. The joint angles obtained308

by these encoders while the link system moves were used as309

the ground truth of the estimation.310

In the experiments, the mechanism of the proposed method311

comprising three belts, three wires, and sensors for wires’312

displacement is mounted on the phalange models of the313

joint link system, as shown in Fig. 5. The belts work to314

keep the wires at a constant distance vertically from the315

surface of the phalanx regardless of the finger joint angles.316

Thicker belts between the wires would increase the relative317

shift between wires, according to (10)–(12) and (16)–(18).318

Therefore, increasing the belt thickness would increase the319

angle estimation accuracy based on the sensitivity of the320

sensors to the wire displacements. However, a thicker belt321

would have a higher bending elasticity, which would prevent322

the contact of the belts with the curved surface of the joint.323

To overcome this tradeoff, layered flexible nylon fabrics were324

used as a belt, as shown in Fig. 7. Each fabric was 0.25-mm325

thick and 15.00-mm wide. The fabrics are glued at only one326

of the ends. The parts of fabrics layered without being sewn or327

glued together realize a high bending elasticity keeping contact328

Fig. 8. Structure of system used to measure the wire displacements.

with the finger surface by the fabrics smoothly sliding each 329

other. Fig. 7 shows the structure of a belt composing eight 330

nylon fabrics. The belt had a total thickness of 2.00 mm. The 331

structure of the belt realized a low bending elasticity to fit the 332

curved surface and a constant belt thickness during relative 333

sliding motions. These properties were essential to ensure that 334

the assumptions described in Section II held. As explained 335

in Sections I and II, the proposed mechanism consists of 336

three belts placed on the finger surface. In the experiment, 337

the end of the bottom belt was directly glued to the nail part 338

of the distal phalange model for stability, assuming it would 339

be firmly fixed to a fingertip or nail by a band or glue in 340

actual applications. The ends of the middle and top belts were 341

fixed to the belt underneath in the order explained in Fig. 4. 342

The other sides of the belts were allowed to shift as the belts 343

bent according to joint flexion. Two spandex fibers attached 344

to the top nylon fabric of each belt apply a tensile force to 345

the belt, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. Additional nylon 346

fabric is placed under the bottom belt to place the sensor to 347

measure relative slides of the belts, and another pair of spandex 348

fibers also pull this fabric. Spandex fibers were adopted here 349

because of their nonlinear elasticity, such as rubber elasticity. 350

A spandex fiber shows the property that the increase in the 351

pulling force becomes moderate according to its extension. 352

This property is helpful to prevent the rise of pulling force 353

on the belts for finger flexion and avoid the problems on the 354

fixation of the belts on the fingertip or the problem in user 355

comfortability. The belts were made based on the size of the 356

middle finger model used in the experiment, but it is possible 357

to use it to measure the motion of another finger except for 358

the thumb if the end of each belt is on each phalange. Three 359

wires were attached to the top of the three belts, respectively. 360

A wire-in pulse coder (WP20-030-1S, LEVEX Corporation, 361

Japan) was used to measure the wire displacements caused 362

by the relative slidings of the belts. This tube-shaped sensor 363

measured the displacement of a magnetic wire in the tube 364

based on the change in the voltage waveform caused by the 365

coil’s inductance. The stroke of the wire-pulse coder is 30 mm, 366

and its measurement resolution is 0.015 mm. From (16)–(18), 367

the ideal resolution of the joint angle estimation is 0.0075◦. 368

Furthermore, the dynamic response of the wire-pulse coder is 369

4 kHz. Therefore, the proposed system has the potential to 370

capture the motion at 30◦ per second of each joint, although 371

the other factors, such as the friction between the belts, may 372

affect it. Independent amplifiers connected to the tube-shaped 373
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the system used to capture the data obtained by
the proposed device for joint angle estimation and joint link system.

sensor by cables amplify the signals. Fig. 9 shows the whole374

system to control the joint link system and obtain the amplified375

signals from the wire-in pulse coders. A laptop collected376

the data through a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (T7-Pro,377

LabJack Corporation, USA) at 1 kHz. The data were captured378

through the official Python application programming interface379

(API) of the analog-to-digital converter.380

The same laptop controlled the joint link system through381

a microcontroller (Arduino MKR WAN 1310, Arduino, Italy)382

with an expansion board for the servomotors (DYNAMIXEL383

Shield for Arduino MKR series, ROBOTIS Company Ltd.,384

South Korea). The control method of the joint link system385

was a simple proportional control using the PID controller386

implemented in the servomotors. It was controlled by sending387

the target position to the servomotors at 10 Hz. As mentioned388

above, the joint angles were also obtained from the servomo-389

tors through the microcontroller at 10 Hz, and its resolution390

was 0.0879◦. For synchronization between the joint angle391

estimation using the proposed mechanism and the ground truth392

obtained from servomotors, the analog-to-digital converter393

recorded the pulse signal from the microcontroller at 10 Hz.394

B. Experimental Procedure395

The following three procedures compose the experiments396

conducted to validate the proposed method. First, the wire397

displacements and joint angles were recorded, while the three398

joints of the joint link system flexed up to 45◦ using the399

wire-in pulse coders and the magnet encoders in servomotors400

in 10 s. Because of the deformations of components used for401

routing wires from the belts to the wire-in pulse coders and402

the properties of the sensors, the wire displacements showed403

slight nonlinearity for the expected displacements. The above404

measurement was repeated ten times and compensated for405

this nonlinearity by obtaining a sextic curve fitting based on406

measured joint angles. The obtained curve compensates for407

the wire displacements in the following experiments.408

After this compensation, the wire displacements and joint409

angles were recorded during three kinds of joint motion to410

evaluate the estimated joint angles from wire displacements by411

comparing them with the ground truth obtained servomotors.412

The motions are differences in the target angles of joints to413

Fig. 10. Covers attached on the ends of phalanx.

Fig. 11. Change in wire displacements while the three joints flexed up
to 45◦ and corrected displacements based on the ground truth of joint
angles.

reach in 10 s; 45◦, 30◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP 414

flexion; 30◦, 45◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion; 415

and 30◦, 30◦, and 45◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion. The 416

start signal from the A–D converter connected to the laptop 417

triggers the motors of the joint link system to move, and the 418

computer starts to record the data from the A–D converter 419

simultaneously. The joint link system moves by setting the 420

appropriate target angles at 10 Hz to reach the target angles in 421

10 s. After 10 s, the joint link system stops and moves back 422

to the initial posture, where every joint angle is 0◦. During 423

the motion, the servomotors send the joint angles used as 424

the ground truth of the estimation to the laptop. They also 425

send the pulse signal simultaneously to the A–D converter to 426

match the ground truth with the estimated angles. The above 427

procedure was repeated ten times for each motion to evaluate 428

the repeatability and stability of the joint angle estimation by 429

checking the estimation variance among trials. The joint angles 430

estimated using (16)–(18) were evaluated by comparing them 431

with the ground truth based on the recorded pulse signal from 432

the microcontroller. 433

Finally, the system estimated the joint angles for the same 434

three motions with different shapes of the phalanx model. 435

One of the contributions of the proposed method is that the 436

estimation does not require calibration for the difference in the 437

finger shape of individuals, as explained in Sections I and II. 438

This experiment aims to show this insensitivity using the 439

different contact shapes between the belt and the bones with 440

the same measurement condition. The cover was attached to 441

the region of contact between the belt and the bones on the 442

phalanx model, as shown in Fig. 10. The wire displacements 443

and joint angles were recorded during the three joint motions 444

in the previous experiment and compared the estimated joint 445
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Fig. 12. Mean of estimated joint angles using the proposed method and their ground truth obtained from servomotors while the joints moved in 10 s.
(a) 45◦, 30◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion, (b) 30◦, 45◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion. (c) 30◦, 30◦, and 45◦ of the MP, PIP, and
DIP flexion.

angles with ground truth. The measurement was repeated ten446

times under each condition.447

The estimation of the joint angles was evaluated by compar-448

ing with ground truth obtained directly from the servomotors449

with the root mean square error (RMSE) for the whole ten450

trials of each motion condition. Furthermore, the stability of451

the estimation was also evaluated by testing the variance in452

ten trials, calculating the mean of the standard deviation of453

the estimated joint angles. These results before and after the454

change of the phalanx model’s bone shapes were compared455

to evaluate the method’s insensitivity to the difference in the456

finger shape.457

C. Results458

First, the wire displacements show instability after setting459

the device on the finger model because of the misalignment460

of the layered belts and the nylon fabrics composed of the461

belt. This instability cannot be observed at least after two462

times of joint flexion of up to 45◦. Therefore, the joint flexed463

two times before the following procedure. The drift was not464

observed after it at least while the repetition in the following465

experiments. There is a possibility of wearing out of the fabrics466

and changing the friction. These tests will be future work to467

make our proposed mechanism into an application.468

Fig. 11 shows the result of the compensation of the nonlin-469

earity of wire displacement measurement based on the initial470

experiment that the three joints flexed up to 45◦ in 10 s.471

Fig. 11 depicts the relationship between the joint angles and472

the wire displacements. The black lines show the sextic curve473

obtained by fitting the relationship between the measured474

joint angles and the wire displacements. From (16)–(18), this475

relationship must be linear as the gray lines in Fig. 11, but476

the obtained curves show that the observed relationship has477

nonlinearity. As mentioned above, the deformations of routing478

wires from the belts to the wire-in pulse coders and the479

properties of the sensors possibly cause this nonlinearity. The480

obtained sextic curve was used to correct the measured wire481

displacements in the following results.482

Fig. 12 shows the estimated joint angles from the cor-483

rected wire displacements using the proposed method dur-484

ing three different motions and their ground truth directly485

TABLE I
MEAN OF THE RMSEs OF THE ESTIMATED JOINT ANGLES

FOR THE MP, PIP, AND DIP JOINTS

TABLE II
MEAN OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTIMATED

JOINT ANGLES OVER TEN TRIALS

obtained from servomotors. The estimated joint angles in 486

Fig. 12 are the mean of ten trials. A slight shift can be seen 487

in the estimated values from their ground truth, especially 488

in the large joint angles. However, the proposed method 489

well estimated the difference in the joint angles during each 490

motion. Table I shows the RMSE of the estimated θ1, θ2, 491

and θ3. Motions 1–3 in Table I correspond to the motions in 492

Fig. 12(a)–(c), respectively. The estimation accuracy was less 493

than 1◦ in RMSE for all joints and conditions. Table II shows 494

the mean of the standard deviation of the joint estimation 495

in each joint and motion among ten trials. The standard 496

deviations were slight among trials concerning the estimation 497

errors. Therefore, the measurement itself is stable, and it seems 498

the errors come from some mechanical problem, such as the 499

nonuniformity of the fabrics. Furthermore, the RMSE and the 500

mean of SD show that the error increases toward the tip of 501

the finger. It seems the frictional force between the fabrics 502

affects this increase of error in the estimation. 503
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Fig. 13. Mean of estimated joint angles using the proposed method and their ground truth obtained from servomotors while the joints moved in
10 s after the change of the shape of the phalanx model. (a) 45◦, 30◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion. (b) 30◦, 45◦, and 30◦ of the MP, PIP,
and DIP flexion. (c) 30◦, 30◦, and 45◦ of the MP, PIP, and DIP flexion.

Fig. 13 shows the estimated joint angles during three504

different motions with the same condition of the previous505

experiment after the change of the shape of the phalanx model506

by attaching the covers to them. A slight shift can be seen in507

the estimated values, but the estimated joint angles followed508

the ground truth in every motion well. Motions 1’, 2’, and 3’509

in Table I correspond to the motions in Fig. 13(a)–(c), respec-510

tively, and Table I shows the RMSE of the estimation during511

these motions. The estimation accuracy slightly changed from512

the previous experiment, but the error is still small, and it was513

less than 1◦ in RMSE for all joints and conditions. Table II514

shows that the mean of the standard deviation was also small515

after the change of the shapes of the phalanx model. The516

results show that an accurate estimation is possible even if517

the shape of the finger is different between the users, and the518

device does not require calibration for the difference in the519

finger shape.520

IV. CONCLUSION521

The proposed estimating method of finger joint angles that522

does not require calibration to individuals should facilitate523

the development of a wearable device for easy measurement.524

The proposed method is just based on measuring the relative525

sliding motions between belts according to the difference in526

curvature radii caused by the belt thicknesses. It requires527

only information about the belt thickness and not about the528

finger shape of the user. This is a significant advantage,529

because most of the existing wearable devices for accurately530

measuring hand motions require calibration to individuals531

before measurements. Furthermore, the proposed method has a532

simpler mechanism compared with other methods that do not533

require calibration for different finger shapes, such as systems534

using IMUs. It is also an essential advantage that there are no535

fragile sensors on the finger and only layered fabrics.536

The experimental results showed that the proposed method537

resulted in an RMSE of less than 1◦. Although a slight538

change in accuracy was observed after changing the shape of539

the finger model, the proposed mechanism kept the accuracy540

to less than 1◦. This is sufficiently accurate compared with541

other devices that do not depend on the finger shape. For542

example, Lin et al. [30] reported that their device using IMUs543

had estimation errors of 1◦–2◦ with a similar experimental 544

setup, although angle estimation errors with IMUs usually 545

become more significant when the hand is moving dynamically 546

[29], [32], because of the integration of unavoidable errors. 547

The mechanism, which directly measures the angles them- 548

selves, not velocity or acceleration, has an advantage in 549

stability and reliability. Some commercial devices that require 550

calibration to individual users show high accuracy and stability 551

even in a dynamic situation. For example, CyberGlove guar- 552

antees measurement nonlinearity of less than 0.6% over the 553

joint range. Even though the proposed method demonstrated 554

only minor errors in the experiment, the error should be 555

minimized to be competitive with such commercial products. 556

The experimental errors can be attributed to the rigidity of 557

the mechanical components used to guide the belts and wires 558

and the elasticity of the belts. The nonlinearity observed in 559

the wire displacement indicates these problems. Adopting a 560

new belt material that is elastic in bending and that has high 561

tensile strength will help increase the measurement accuracy 562

and stability. 563

The potential of the proposed method also lies in the fact 564

that its principle of measuring joint angles is very different 565

from other methods. While an optical motion capture system 566

can estimate the joint angles with high accuracy, it usually 567

does not entirely match the actual joint angles, because the 568

markers on the finger slide without careful maker displacement 569

[3], [35]. In contrast, the proposed method directly measures 570

the relative angles between rigid bodies. Theoretically, this 571

means that the sliding motion of the device on the finger 572

should not affect the measurement accuracy. Therefore, the 573

proposed method is a strong option for designing a measure- 574

ment device for hand motions. 575

In this study, the validity of the principle of measuring in 576

the proposed method was demonstrated, and the evaluation 577

was conducted only on the model of a human finger. As the 578

device attached to the finger model in Fig. 5, it can be attached 579

to a human hand by fixing the end of the device to the fingertip 580

and fixing the spandex fibers to the wrist. The sliding of the 581

belts on the finger and the sliding of wire-pulse coders on 582

the back of the hand realize the joint angle estimation as 583

the experiments in this article. However, there will be several 584
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problems to apply our joint angle estimation mechanism to585

practical application from the laboratory environment. First,586

the belts must be stable on the finger and need to prevent it587

from slipping off. For example, it is necessary to devise such588

a way as making it into a glove shape. It is also necessary589

to consider the influence of the finger’s inward and outward590

motion, which this article ignores. Ideally, these motion does591

not affect to the estimation of finger motion in sagittal plane,592

while the belts and wires translate on the MP joint. However,593

it possibly requires some mechanism to reduce the effect of594

these motion. There is also the possibility to extend the method595

proposed here to measure inward and outward motions by596

routing the belts on this joint axis, but this is one of the future597

works of this research. Furthermore, the amplifiers of the598

wire-pulse coders and analog-to-digital converter were placed599

outside of the device and connected them by cables. From600

the application viewpoint, they should be implemented inside601

the device and placed on the hand, but it may be not difficult602

using specialized circuits for this device. Furthermore, the data603

were captured through cables in the experiment, but it is better604

to use wireless communication for a practical application.605

Finally, the thickness of the belts may cause a problem for606

practical application. As explained in Section III-C, the belts’607

thickness coincides the range of wire displacements according608

to the angle changes. Thinner belts requires a high-resolution609

sensor to measure relative motion between belts. The high-610

sensitive and stable displacement sensor is a key to make611

the proposed mechanism more compact. A most imaginable612

application of the proposed mechanism is the glove for the613

VR device. The fabricated glove with a layered-belt structure614

as shown here will give an accurate hand posture needed to615

precisely control our hand in VR space for interacting with616

virtual objects. In this kind of application, the necessity of617

calibration for compensation of difference of individual hand618

shape must be a barrier for making it common technology.619

Further work is needed to realize its practical application con-620

sidering these problems, but this study showed the possibility621

of the calibration-free data glove.622
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